Community and environmental services center
The culture and heritage unit considered as an effective unit in the center so some
awareness lectures targeting the kids and students besides the local inhabitants of saint
Katherine , informing them about the center and its activity
Subject:A simplified lectures about the center to the students and the local inhabitants
including these points:
1. What is the community and environmental services center?
2. Who are the partners of the project?
3. Where is the center?
4. Why the funding agency accepted to support the project?
5. What is the services available in the center ?with illustrations on every unit .
6. What is the final beneficiary of the project?


The local inhabitants showed an obvious reaction which mean that they were
satisfied and happy by the project activity.



Dr :tamer shawky from the mushroom and biocide production unit began a
training course on mushroom cultivation for 25 bedouin lady from
saint Katherine city.



The unit arranged a tour for the Bedouin ladies to have a look and identify the
different unit of the center.



Specifications of the unit and its materials is done and the prizes will be
given to the talented kids during the official opening day of the project
15/3/2008.



Arrangements for receiving a lot of books for the unit library is done with Dar
Bardy for publications



Alsalam preparatory school students visited the center on 21/2/2008 where, 30
students enjoyed their times in drawing and other different arts where
some of them formed a team to be ready in the official opening day
and others showed by their hand made sculptures the natural
environment of the protectorate.

.


The kids enjoyed with the movie of farfosha which illustrates the story of the
smallest butter fly in the world that’s found inside saint Katherine
protectorate.
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